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'Kiwi fishing rights need recognition'
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fundamental foundations
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..One of the most important

from the wi[d,,, NZ First leaderWinston
peters said to a wett-attended pubtic
meeting at waihi in earty Juty.

commercial catch from the inshore fishery
woutd be altowed to be exported'
where commerciar fishing inshore was
required to supply tocal trade (for example,
coastal set-netting for ftat fish) it would

living, but the fishery betongs to the

'
as a whole"'

under NZ First poticy, the extent of the
inshore fishery woutd be determined by the
region through consultation with its interest
only be in designated areas using approved
grorpr, but it was envisaged that in most

Afteracknowtedgingthatmanyregionsitwouldtypicaltybetotherz.milemethods.
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CoromandeI and Waihi residents were
on recreationat fishing, peters said
was a need to balance recreationat
customary needs. The recreational

some
roo-

(rg-t<itometre) territoriaI timit' ln
regions a depth [imit, such as the

metre line' may be more appropriate than

a

said New Zealand was
founded on an egatitarian society'
"New Zeatand First stands for a society
based on merit and equal opportunity for

distance timit'
"This inshore fishery must be the primary atl New Zealanders'"
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This gave the partv a-unique advantage to
preserve of recreationat fishing. To be fair,
and the
facts and work for the best interests
commercial fishing will be compensated for took at
needs of future generations should come
Kiwis and New Zealand as a
any toss of access to the inshore fishery," of ordinary
first when setting atlowances based on
whote' and not be behotden' constrained or
added winston Peters'
reliabte surveys, said winston Peters.
limited to serving particular interest groups'
woutd be permitted in the
..No
one wants to deny the commerciaI No trawling
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fishery and' with few exceptions' no
fishing industry the right to earn an honest inshore
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